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 Alternatives 29 (2004), 373-398

 Cutting Off the King's Head:
 Foucault's Society Must Be Defended

 and the Problem of Sovereignty

 Andrew W. Neal*

 What we need, however, is a political philosophy that isn't erected
 around the problem of sovereignty. . . . We need to cut off the
 King's head: in political theory that has still to be done.

 Michel Foucault, "Truth and Power" (1977)

 Foucault's concern with the problem of sovereignty has been
 known to his Anglo-American readership for some time. However,
 it is only with the recent translation of his oft-cited Collège de
 France lecture series Society Must Be Defended that we are in a posi-
 tion to engage with the full extent of Foucault's explorations in
 this area.

 In this article I argue that Society Must Be Defended is an important
 and sophisticated text for beginning to understand the complexity
 of sovereignty as an intense site of political and philosophical prob-
 lems. The lectures form a timely and badly needed contribution to a
 resurgent but largely unsatisfactory critical-theoretical debate on
 sovereignty. This debate has no doubt gathered momentum in
 response to the violent and contentious assertions of sovereignty
 invoked since September 11, 2001, in the name of "an ti terrorism"
 and the "war on terror." Sovereignty has once again been brought
 to the fore as a pressing contemporary problem, given practices of
 "exceptionalism," imperialism, and the resurgence of Carl Schmitt
 as the theorist of these problems posed in their starkest terms.

 Rather than interpret the lectures as an addition to the entire
 Foucault oeuvre therefore, I wish to argue that Society Must Be
 Defended is in its own right an extremely important text for thinking
 about the enduring politico-theoretical problematic of sovereignty.

 ♦School of Politics, Philosophy, International Relations, and the Environment (SPIRE),
 Keele University, Keele, Staffordshire, ST5 5BG, UK. E-mail: a.w.neal@intr.keele.ac.uk
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 374 Cutting Off the King's Head

 I will offer a reading of Society Must Be Defended that both challenges
 the existing readings of Foucault on the problem of sovereignty
 and highlights the paucity of the post-9/11 sovereignty debate.
 This, I hope, will help open up a more sophisticated understand-
 ing of sovereignty as a site of intense politico-theoretical problems.

 9/11 and the Sovereign "Exception":
 Agamben, Schmitt, and Benjamin

 Before discussing Sodety Must Be Defended, I want to lay out the basic
 terms of the recent critical theoretical debate on sovereignty. Gior-
 gio Agamben can be credited with explicitly linking the problem of
 sovereignty with the problem of the "exception," preemptively cap-
 turing in theoretical terms much of the sovereigntist logic that is
 being played out in post-9/11 world politics. The exception has
 become an especially sharp political concept that is being used to
 characterize and critique the contentious political practices under-
 taken since 9/11 in the name of the so-called war on terror. These

 practices include the Guantanamo Bay detention camp, the in-
 ternment of foreign "terrorist" suspects in Belmarsh Prison in Lon-
 don, the extrajudicial killing of "terrorists" by the United States in
 third countries,1 the "preemptive" war in Iraq, the use and sanction
 of torture by Western states,2 the discriminatory treatment of Mus-
 lims, a tightening of asylum and immigration procedures in
 Europe.3 . . . The list goes on.

 In Homo Sacer, Agamben aligned the contemporary sovereignty
 debate across two theorists in particular: Carl Schmitt and Walter
 Benjamin.4 Although by no means exhaustive choices, Schmitt and
 Benjamin have come to be considered as two of the most incisive expres-
 sions of the problem of sovereignty and sovereign exceptionalism.

 In Schmitt's very sharp terms, "Sovereign is he who decides on
 the exception."5 For Schmitt, the very definition of sovereignty is
 the capacity to declare exceptions to the norm (of civil liberties,
 human rights, the rule of law, and so on). Agamben argues that
 Schmitt's uncompromisingly statist form of sovereignty is a conser-
 vative response to the apocalyptic conception of sovereign power
 that is posited by Benjamin.6 In his Theses on the Philosophy of His-
 tory, Benjamin argues that we have entered a period of history where
 the exception has become the norm, plunging us into a "permanent
 state of exception."7 This model has come to express a more radi-
 cal interpretation of contemporary world politics. A Benjaminian
 reading of the present suggests that sovereign political power has
 exceeded all limits and become "totalized."
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 Andrew W. Neal 375

 Although useful and analytically precise, Agamben poses the
 problem of sovereignty in rather apolitical and entirely juridico-
 philosophical terms, thus emptying out the extremely complex prin-
 ciple and practice that is sovereignty. Agamben's reading of Schmitt
 and Benjamin to demonstrate the logic of sovereignty creates two
 caricatured extremes, usefully demonstrating the overdetermina-
 tion of the problem, but also failing to escape it or open it up.8
 Relaying the problem in these binary terms simply reproduces the
 dualistic structures that pervade the discourse of modern state sov-
 ereignty (and indeed many earlier forms of political discourse).

 In contrast, Society Must Be Defended sets out to offer a histori-
 cal critique of sovereignty as it has been understood in the dis-
 course of political theory and political and historical discourse
 more generally. Foucault's main target is the Hobbesian juridical
 model of sovereignty, a system of power with a single center.

 In short, we have to abandon the model of Leviathan, that model
 of artificial man who is at once an automaton, a fabricated man,

 but also a unitary man who contains all real individuals, whose
 body is made up of citizens but whose soul is sovereignty. We have
 to study power outside the model of Leviathan, outside the field
 delineated by juridical sovereignty and the institution of the
 State.9

 This already points toward a strong riposte to Agamben. By reject-
 ing the Hobbesian juridical model of sovereignty, Foucault also
 implicitly rejects the models of power that are expressed in Agam-
 ben's reading of Schmitt and Benjamin. For Foucault, a juridical
 system of power emanating from a single center and a totalized
 and apocalyptic system of power amount to expressions of the
 same singular model of sovereignty that we need to reject.

 Instead of a model of power derived from the singular condi-
 tions of possibility manifest in modern state sovereignty, Foucault
 initially suggests that we examine power under the rubric of a mul-
 tiplicity of force relations manifest in a perpetual underlying war.
 Whereas the Hobbesian model of modern sovereignty was estab-
 lished as a radical, dualistic temporal and spatial break from the
 premodern war of all against all, Foucault suggests that that war
 never really went away. It continues, he suggests, in the fabric of
 modern politics and its discourses and institutions. Inverting Clause-
 witz's famous aphorism, he captures this in the initial hypothesis that
 politics might be the continuation of war by other means, and not the
 other way around. This suggestion, however, has aroused strong
 responses.
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 376 Cutting Off the King's Head

 The Reception of Foucault on Sovereignty

 Both the common laudatory and critical readings of Foucault in
 his flirtation with war reveal why so much is at stake in the problem
 of sovereignty. On the one hand, both Paul Veyne and Gilles
 Deleuze were happy to characterize Foucault as a "warrior."10 On
 the other hand, Habermas refused Foucault's understanding of
 power as "the interaction of warring parties, as the decentered net-
 work of bodily, face-to-face confrontations, and ultimately as the
 productive penetration and subjectivizing subjugation of a bodily
 opponent."11 Habermas explicitly accuses Foucault of being a
 Schmittian, thus invoking the standard liberal caricature of Schmitt
 as a dangerous other.12 What concerns Habermas about Foucault's
 conception of power is the possibility of politics as civil war: effec-
 tively a might-is-right situation where the foundations for a "civil"
 society are lacking.

 In her Critique of Violence, Beatrice Hanssen sets herself the
 brief of reading Society Must Be Defended in order to investigate
 Habermas's charge against Foucault. Ultimately, she delivers a
 guilty verdict, on account of Foucault failing to maintain a suitable
 distance from the decidedly illiberal figures that he engages with in
 constructing his critique of sovereignty.13 Her response is to reduce
 Foucault to some kind of liberal by rejecting the aspects of his work
 that contribute to the image of "Foucault the warrior." She val-
 orizes an anemic reading of Foucault that pluralizes subjectivity
 and ethics and offers a "provocative invitation to leave one's con-
 ventional limits behind and to reinvent oneself as one enters into

 dialogue with others."14
 Although none of these critical readings of Foucault are satis-

 factory, they are extremely revealing. They show why Foucault's
 provocative text gets to the heart of what is at stake in the problem
 of sovereignty. The reason that Foucault's provocative suggestion
 about a permanent war underlying politics arouses such critical ire
 from the likes of Habermas and Hanssen takes us back to Hobbes's

 dualism: the break between modern state sovereignty and what
 Hobbes postulated to have gone before and still existed outside. In
 rejecting the subordination of war to politics, which constitutes the
 key modern sovereign move, Foucault potentially undermines all
 the achievements and principles that rest on those foundations:
 civil liberties, democracy, the rule of law, republicanism, civic peace,
 and the possibility of progress.

 By suggesting that residing underneath politics is war and a
 multiplicity of force relations, Foucault is immediately interpreted
 as valorizing all sorts of partisan strife or premodern barbarism.
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 These critiques of Foucault on sovereignty invoke the specter of
 what is effectively Hobbes's premodern war of all against all. They
 either seek to dismiss Foucault as dangerous or reduce him to
 some kind of friendlier and less challenging liberal. Yet this closing
 down of the problem is precisely what Foucault was struggling
 against. Ironically but revealingly, Foucault's intervention into
 the problem of sovereignty is disqualified by the very same over-
 determined discourse of sovereignty that he attempts to critique.
 Thus at least one value of Foucault's provocative approach to the
 problem of modern juridical sovereignty is that it exposes the high
 stakes involved in that discourse.

 Reading Foucault on Sovereignty

 The critique of Foucault on sovereignty ultimately turns on Fou-
 cault's hypothesis that "politics is the continuation of war by other
 means." Indeed, this hypothesis has been given great prominence;
 even the inside jacket of the new U.S. English-language edition
 exclaims: "Inverting Clausewitz's famous formulation "War is the
 continuation of politics by other means," Foucault explores the
 notion that "politics is war by other means" in its relation to race,
 class struggle, and, of course, power." This prominence can also be
 attributed to the fact that the first two chapters of the lecture
 series, in which he posits this hypothesis, were available in English
 long before the translation of the entire lecture series.15

 Accordingly, then, Foucault provocatively suggests that we
 need an alternative to the "juridical model of sovereignty." (He
 would not make his claim about the need to "cut off the King's
 head" until the following year, but the link is clear.) As Foucault
 writes:

 In order to make a concrete analysis of power relations, we must
 abandon the juridical model of sovereignty. . . . [RJather than
 looking for the single point from which all forms of power derive,
 either by way of consequence or development, we must begin to
 let them operate in their multiplicity, their differences, their
 specificity, and their reversibility; we must therefore study them as
 relations of force that intersect, refer to one another, converge,
 or, on the contrary, come into conflict and strive to negate one
 another. ... If we have to avoid reducing the analysis of power to
 the schema proposed by the juridical constitution of sovereignty,
 and if we have to think of power in terms of relations of force, do
 we therefore have to interpret it in terms of the general form of
 war? Can war serve as an analyzer of power relations?16
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 378 Cutting Off the King's Head

 We can see that the initial hypothesis that Foucault sets out to
 explore is indeed whether politics can be alternatively understood
 as a tangled web of conquests, struggles, and wars; and this does
 indeed appear to be an inversion of Clausewitz's famous aphorism.

 Chronologically situating Society Must Be Defended in relation to
 Foucault's book publications reveals that the lectures were pre-
 sented between the publication of Discipline and Punish and The
 History of Sexuality, volume 1 (originally entitled La Volonté de Savoir).
 Foucault had a strong interest in war in these books. In Discipline
 and Punish, Foucault traces the development of technologies of
 military organization as a mode of organization for society itself. In
 The History of Sexuality, especially the chapter entitled "Right of
 Death and Power over Life," Foucault spends more time exploring
 the relationship between power, specifically what he termed "bio-
 power," and war.17 At first glance it appears that Society Must Be
 Defended can be situated at a "strategic position in Foucault's thought
 and research," as the editors of the course do in their commen-
 tary.18 Given that these prior publications concerning war have
 been available for a long time, it is understandable that Sodety Must
 Be Defended should be slotted into the wider picture of Foucault's
 thoughts on war.

 However, I want to contest the attention received by Foucault's
 initial "politics as war" hypothesis. In Society Must Be Defended Fou-
 cault does not simply argue that politics is war by other means.
 While he may explore that notion, he certainly does not posit it as
 a present-day response or alternative to the problem of modern
 juridical sovereignty. Although the inviting provocations of the
 course synopsis, publicity, and first two lectures may lead one to
 draw that conclusion, the narrative of the course in its entirety sug-
 gests a more complicated reading. In fact, Foucault's argument is
 precisely the opposite of what has often been understood.

 Society Must Be Defended reads as a narrative historical account
 of how the later discourse of nation-state politics displaced, colo-
 nized, and synthesized a prior discourse that understood "politics
 as the continuation of war by other means." This is of vital impor-
 tance to the way Foucault constructs his intervention into the
 problem of sovereignty. The politics-as-war formulation is certainly
 present in the text, but it is placed within a genealogical or even
 dialectical narrative. Foucault's "politics as war by other means"
 hypothesis should be read as something he put forward, then
 rejected; in fact, this rejection forms part of the larger genealogical
 narrative of the whole lecture series.

 Therefore, a crucial proviso for understanding Society Must Be
 Defended is that Foucault does not invert Clausewitz. Rather, Foucault
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 Andrew W. Neal 379

 claims to identify a pre-Clausewitzian discourse of "politics as war"
 that Clausewitz later inverted in his claim that "war is nothing but
 the continuation of politics by other means." Accordingly, in the
 rest of this article I will argue that the eventual Clausewitzian his-
 torical and discursive subordination of war to politics (achieved,
 according to Foucault, through the synthesis of the opposing dis-
 courses of juridical state sovereignty, on the one hand, and a social
 substratum of multiple warring "nations," on the other) marks the
 genealogical, analytical, and narrative fulcrum of Society Must Be
 Defended. In the final lectures, Foucault then explores the implica-
 tions of his historical argument, which reach deep into the politi-
 cal developments of the twentieth century.

 This reading has unsettling implications for prevailing under-
 standings of Foucault on war. Elsewhere, Foucault's approach to
 the problematic of war and indeed sovereignty was to challenge the
 prevailing modern dualistic understandings that subordinated war
 to politics and banished it to back then or over there or to the
 international realm between states that served as the negative
 other of modern politics. Instead, he would insist on the porosity
 of this supposedly dualistic divide, showing how war permeated the
 very societies, institutions, and ideas that were considered to be
 peaceful and civilized. In Society Must Be Defended however, when we
 read the lectures as a narrative whole, Foucault reverses that tra-
 jectory. Although he starts on familiar ground, with his "politics as
 war by other means" hypothesis and his attack on political theory
 in his claim about the need to "cut off the King's head" of sover-
 eignty, this is very quickly subsumed into a different path.

 The immediate response to this reading could be, as the editors
 suggest, that this new Foucault publication is not a book and should
 not be treated as such; it is a set of lectures devised in a much more

 fluid way.19 There are two problems with this approach, however.
 The first is that if we are to give these lectures some kind of subor-
 dinate status in the Foucault oeuvre, how then to hierarchically eval-
 uate that status in relation to Foucault's books and his innumerable

 writings, talks, and interviews? The second is that Society Must Be
 Defended clearly is, physically, now a book. Access to the lectures is no
 longer limited to those plucky researchers who manage to overcome
 the odds and negotiate access to the Foucault archives in Paris or the
 original tape recordings.

 These questions of Foucault scholarship and hermeneutics are
 very important but beyond the scope of this article. They must be,
 and indeed I hope they are, pursued rigorously elsewhere. Instead,
 I will argue here that Society Must Be Defended is an important,
 provocative, and timely text in its own right and as such deserves a
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 380 Cutting Off the King's Head

 detailed and subtle interpretation. It would be an intellectual and
 political loss if that were short-circuited by Foucault orthodoxy or
 endless post-hermeneutical readings.

 Hypothesis

 At first glance it seems that Foucault's attempt to "cut off the
 King's head" of sovereignty in political theory rests on two moves.
 The first is positing the idea that politics is the continuation of war
 by other means. The implication of this is that instead of consider-
 ing modern political spaces and institutions as the victory of order,
 rationality, progress, and liberty over war, anarchy, and religious
 premodern strife, these modern "achievements" merely mask a
 continuing substratum of war that underlies all established politi-
 cal structures. Hence Foucault posits that war and struggle are an
 alternative means through which to interpret history, leading us to
 his second move. For Foucault, the triumph of institutionalized lib-
 eral ideas like the contract, positive law, and rationalized politics,
 as recounted through glorious national histories of victory over
 oppression, invasion, and usurpation, represent the victory of one
 history over other possible histories. According to Foucault, these
 "achievements," are not simply milestones on the road to Enlight-
 enment, but the sedimented outcomes of long forgotten and
 bloody conquests. There is "blood dried in the codes," in which
 "we must hear the rumble of battle."20 In response, Foucault plu-
 ralizes and politicizes history, wedding multiple histories to warring
 collective subjectivities in the form of manifold warring substate
 "nations," races, or (later) classes.

 As I have already signalled, I wish to unsettle this common
 interpretation of Foucault on sovereignty. Certainly, the methods
 and approaches that Foucault posits will be familiar to readers
 from diverse intellectual fields as being extremely sharp, produc-
 tive, potent, and original. However, these moves do not "solve,"
 "escape," or even "destroy" the problem of sovereignty. Foucault
 does not succeed in "cutting off the King's head," at least not in
 this way. Moves into resistant forms of subjectivity, historicism, or
 war do not help us to leave behind the problem of sovereignty; in
 fact, they only compound it. It is true that the genealogical method
 of historicizing the ahistorical forms of political theory and plural-
 izing "universal" forms of history is devastating to those models.
 But although Foucault may indeed succeed in cutting off the head
 of modern juridical state sovereignty in this way, he does not suc-
 ceed in cutting of the head of sovereignty altogether.
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 Andrew W. Neal 381

 Foucault does not simply give us a methodological toolbox, but
 an armory of discursive weapons. If we go down the road of "poli-
 tics as the continuation of war by other means, " wedded to a relent-
 less historicism to reveal war and confrontation as an underlying
 "reality," Foucault risks becoming a cipher for just about any polit-
 ical position. The critical weapons themselves are politically am-
 biguous; they could just as much be used by states, the far Right or
 left-leaning political theorists. Undermining modern state sover-
 eignty through these means does not rid us of the problem of sov-
 ereignty; it makes it even more pressing. We are faced with the
 problem of how to justify alternative forms of political authority
 with neither the recourse to "ancient" rights, to Hobbesian state
 reason, nor to the "blackmail" of the Enlightenment. If we "cut off
 the King's head," perhaps another, possibly even nastier, head will
 sprout elsewhere. In his determined regicidal project, Foucault
 risks becoming the Lady Macbeth of political thought.

 In fact, these arguments should be familiar to readers of Fou-
 cault. As Colin Gordon writes, "for some readers' tastes, he did not

 give the right answers about who resists power, and why."21 Follow-
 ing this line of argument, the criticisms that Habermas (despite his
 unsophisticated invocation of Schmitt) and Hanssen level at Fou-
 cault are actually very close to the mark. This is why it is at this
 point that much of the literature either, like Habermas, brands
 Foucault as dangerous; chooses, like Hanssen, to cherry-pick only
 the "nice" parts of his oeuvre to turn him into some kind of liberal;
 or, like Gordon, simply admits with relish Foucault's ambiguities as
 a sign of his intellectual courage.

 Society Must Be Defended is a much more interesting text than all
 this. In the lectures, we can in fact see Foucault struggling with
 these political ambiguities, showing a strong awareness of the
 reversible and transposable nature of resistant forms of subjectivity
 and political historicism. However, it is only toward the end of the
 text that the full structure of Society Must Be Defended is revealed.
 There is a key argumentative fulcrum in Society Must Be Defended that
 leads to a very different reading. The counterdiscourse of "politics
 as war by other means" that takes up most of the book was in fact,
 according to Foucault, colonized by the state in the political and
 philosophical developments of the French Revolution. Whereas
 what Foucault will term nations, as forms of long-existing collective
 identity or subjectivity, had had political emergence in opposition to
 the juridical state in early modernity, the French Revolution irrevo-
 cably wedded the idea of the nation to the state.

 Foucault's intervention into the problem of sovereignty takes un-
 expected turns, but opens up an exceptionally sharp, sophisticated,
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 382 Cutting Off the King's Head

 and productive field of analysis. I will reserve discussion of the politi-
 cal insights we can glean from the text until after I have undertaken
 the textual analysis necessary to support and explicate my reading of
 Society Must Be Defended.

 Exegesis

 Society Must Be Defended was presented as a series of eleven lectures.
 In common with much of Foucault's work, for the most it part
 reads as a history. The first two lectures are largely introductory
 and methodological. In these, he analyzes, summarizes, and dis-
 cusses the shortcomings of existing ideas on power, including his
 own, in order to posit the new avenues he wishes to explore. He
 does this through the discussion of three models of power.

 First, Foucault identifies what he calls the "contract-oppression"
 model of power of the seventeenth century, of which Hobbes is
 paradigmatic. This is the classic political philosophy erected around
 the problem of the "King's head."22 Foucault describes this as a
 model of power with a single center. Through the power emanat-
 ing from this center, subjects are constituted and rights are de-
 volved, but always in relation to that center. Foucault characterizes
 classic juridical thought as a concern with either justifying the right
 of royal power or establishing the proper limits of royal power (p.
 26). In this model, power becomes oppression when it transgresses
 its juridical limits; thus power is a limit problem. The reemergence
 of Schmitt, expressing the exceptional, limit-exceeding character
 of sovereignty, is its most recent manifestation.

 Second, Foucault identifies an alternative "war-repression"
 schema of power, in which power is "simply the effect and contin-
 uation of a relationship of domination" (p. 17). It is this model
 with which he at least partly identifies his previous work. According
 to Foucault, this is a totalizing model of power familiar to Marxist
 and psychoanalytical thought, in which continuing repression is of
 a singular, all-encompassing and ultimately functionalist form. He
 dismisses the "repression" model as "tainted, spoiled, and rotten
 from the outset" (p. 40) because it is still a "juridical-disciplinary
 notion" that invokes a singular system of power to which individu-
 als or groups are subordinated. Benjamin's apocalyptic vision
 would fall under this totalizing model of power.

 Third, Foucault comes to his new hypothesis of power:

 Rather than analyzing it [power] in terms of surrender, contract,
 and alienation, or rather than analyzing it in functional terms as
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 the reproduction of the relations of production, shouldn't we be
 analyzing it first and foremost in terms of conflict, confrontation,
 and war? (p. 15)

 Thus he hypothesizes: "Power is war, the continuation of war by
 other means" (p. 15). Importantly, in context, we can see that it is
 not the Marxist/Benjaminian conception of a singular totality of
 politics as war that Foucault has in mind. Indeed, Foucault seeks to
 reject that model. Instead, he suggests that power is a complex web
 of multiple tactical and strategic calculations, interests, and prac-
 tices. However, as I have already suggested above, as we continue to
 trace the narrative of the text we will see that Foucault does not do

 what might be initially expected with this hypothesis.
 Having identified two existing models of power and suggested

 a third, Foucault then starts to plot his alternative methodology.
 Despite his strong self-criticism, this methodology still draws heav-
 ily from his established work and as such is largely a schematic
 account of methods that will be familiar to many readers of Fou-
 cault. Foucault wants to analyze power not through formal juridical
 models or through the transgression of rights, but at its multiple
 and local points of material manifestation (pp. 27-28). Nor does
 he wish to analyze power in terms of the decision of a single power-
 wielding figure (p. 28 - seemingly a riposte to Schmitt's juridical
 decisionism). Nor as a "phenomenon of mass and homogeneous
 domination - the domination of one individual over others, of one

 group over others, or of one class over others" (p. 29). He states
 that we should look at power's "infinitesimal mechanisms, which
 have their own history, their own trajectory, their own techniques
 and tactics" (p. 30).

 At the end of the first two chapters, Foucault appears to have
 gotten the better of Hobbes, Schmitt, and Benjamin. He has estab-
 lished how he intends to "study power outside the model of
 Leviathan, outside the field delineated by juridical sovereignty and
 the institution of the State" (p. 34). He has rejected both the
 juridical model of sovereignty and the totalizing historical materi-
 alist one. In fact, it becomes clear what Foucault is doing to these
 models only as the narrative of Society Must Be Defended progresses.

 In the chapters that follow, Foucault details his historical argu-
 ment. The tale starts in the seventeenth century, with the rise of what
 we would recognize as modern theories of sovereignty at the thresh-
 old of the modern era. The central figure here is of course Hobbes,
 but Foucault fleshes out the discourse more widely, too. Foucault
 explains that the key historical development at the threshold of
 the modern era was the rise of states, but more importantly their
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 384 Cutting Off the King's Head

 establishment of a monopoly on war and the means to wage it: "It
 gradually transpired that in both de facto and de jure terms, only
 State powers could wage wars and manipulate the instruments of
 war" (p. 48). Foucault is in fact describing the birth of the modern
 spatio-temporal dualism between peace, order, and politics inside
 the state and war and anarchy outside, and indeed before, the
 modern state: "Increasingly, wars, the practices of war, and the
 institutions of war tended to exist, so to speak, only on the fron-
 tiers, on the outer limits of the great State units" (p. 48). Through
 a long historical process, the civic peace that was to become a cen-
 tral institution of political modernity was created: "Gradually, the
 entire social body was cleansed of the bellicose relations that had
 permeated it through and through during the Middle Ages" (p.
 48). This modern dualism and state monopoly of force are of
 course what Hobbes articulates in Leviathan.

 This brings us to the central intervention of Society Must Be
 Defended with which we are already familiar. Foucault interrupts the
 classic story of early political modernity by adding that at precisely
 the same time as the civil wars of the late Middle Ages ended, a
 counterdiscourse emerged that, contrary to the emerging modern
 dreams of civic peace and the banishment of war from the state,
 imagined that war was "a permanent social relationship, the
 ineradicable basis of all relations and institutions of power" (p. 49) .
 This is the discourse in which "politics is the continuation of war by
 other means" (p. 48). For Foucault, this represents an intriguing
 paradox. At the precise moment when the state was finally able to
 transcend the civic and religious strife of the previous centuries
 and instantiate a spatially defined realm of peace and order in
 material terms, a countermovement emerged in the discursive
 realm.

 In light of the misreading of Society Must Be Defended that I have
 discussed earlier, it is worth pausing here to emphasize what Fou-
 cault is doing. Contrary to what might have been suggested in the
 course synopsis and the first two lectures, Foucault has not simply
 posited the idea that "politics is the continuation of war by other
 means" as his own new theory of power. Instead, he has identified
 that idea as a historically situated counterdiscourse. Moreover, as
 soon as we get to the third lecture, we are told explicitly that Clause-
 witz has not been inverted, but that it was Clausewitz who inverted a

 much earlier discourse: "Now I think that the problem is not so
 much who inverted Clausewitz's principle as it is the question of the
 principle Clausewitz inverted when he said: "But, after all, war is no
 more than a continuation of politics" (p. 48) .
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 The time scale is important. The publication of Hobbes's
 Leviathan in 1651, as the paradigmatic expression of the birth of
 the discourse of modern politics, coincides with the material trans-
 formations of war and state that for Foucault mark the threshold

 between the civil and religious wars of the Middle Ages and the
 modern era. Indeed, this also coincides with the 1648 Peace of
 Westphalia, which in the textbooks of international relations marks
 the point at which the wars of religion were ended by the inception
 of the principle of modern state sovereignty. Clausewitz wrote On
 War more than 150 years later, in the early 1800s, largely in re-
 sponse to the Napoleonic Wars. What had happened in the inter-
 vening years in political and discursive terms? What made it possi-
 ble for Clausewitz to invert a discourse that imagined war as the
 underlying basis of all political interaction? This is a central con-
 cern of Foucault's genealogical investigations in Society Must Be
 Defended.

 According to Foucault, in the years between Hobbes and Clause-
 witz, although the civil and religious wars of the late Middle Ages
 had ended, a discursive war continued to wage. This discursive war
 was a struggle between the idea that politics was secured civic
 peace and the counterdiscourse that politics was in fact the con-
 tinuation of war. Clausewitz is the paradigmatic expression of the
 victory of the former, in which the political rationality of the
 nation-state, as the expression of the historical achievements of
 modernity, was able to conquer unchecked war and barbarism
 decisively. It is important to consider the context in which Clause-
 witz wrote. The form of unlimited terror waged in the name of the
 nation (bearing "universal" values) that had been unleashed by
 Napoleon was subdued and contained not simply by a reassertion
 of the state form but by the invocation of a system of nation-states.
 Hence, after Napoleon, war was decisively subordinated to politics
 and the "politics as war" discourse was defeated, at least for the
 time being. We will return to this shortly.

 Historico-Political Discourse

 as the Continuation of War by Other Means

 I have already mentioned the idea of multiple "nations" within the
 same territory and have engaged at length with the idea that "politics
 is war by other means." Foucault develops these ideas into the means
 through which the war of "politics as war" is waged; this is political
 historicism, or what Foucault calls "historico-political discourse."
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 According to Foucault, until the seventeenth century theories of
 power were theories of a singular, typically royal, sovereignty. Simi-
 larly therefore, history had also been erected around the figure of
 the sovereign. According to Foucault, the role of history was to "pro-
 duce both a justification of power and a reinforcement of that
 power" (p. 66). History established a memorialized continuity of
 power deriving in ancient kingdoms and heroic Great Kings, "blind-
 ing and dazzling, . . . intensifying the luster of force" (p. 67). History
 therefore played a central function in the institution of sovereign
 power: "History was a ritual that reinforced sovereignty" (p. 69).

 On the other hand, the "historico-political discourse" of which
 Foucault writes was "a history that is the complete antithesis of the
 history of sovereignty, as constituted up to that time" (p. 69). This
 "counter-history" posited a radically different subject of history in
 the form of races or nations: "Historical discourse was no longer
 the discourse of sovereignty, or even race, but a discourse about
 races, about a confrontation between races, about the race struggle
 that goes on within nations [confusingly, here he means nation as
 a conflation with state] and within laws" (p. 69). This has the radi-
 cal political effect of breaking the "implicit identification of people
 with monarch, and nation with sovereign" (p. 69). According to
 the narrative of Society Must Be Defended, this identification between
 people and sovereignty was not to be decisively recreated until the
 French Revolution.

 The political effects of this historico-political discourse are
 extensive. "Right, law, or obligations" are made to look like "the
 abuse of power, violence, and exaction" (p. 70). The "glorious" and
 "binding" history of royal power and law are revealed to have "con-
 cealed the fact that they were born in the contingency and injus-
 tice of battles" (p. 71). Instead, "[t]he role of history will, then, be
 to show that laws deceive, that kings wear masks, that power creates
 illusions, and that historians tell lies" (p. 72). But more than this,
 historico-political discourse is "not only a critique of power, but
 also an attack on it and a demand. Power is unjust not because it
 has forfeited its noblest examples, but quite simply because it does
 not belong to us" (p. 73).

 According to Foucault, this counterdiscourse had the ability to
 interrupt the historical continuity of sovereign power (p. 78). It
 was in play in civil war England, where for example the Levellers,
 Diggers, and Cromwell's Puritans rejected the legal and political
 formations of the day as legacies of the Norman Conquest. Fou-
 cault writes that these groups held to "the idea that English society
 had been a society of conquest ever since the eleventh century: the
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 monarchy and the aristocracy - and their institutions - were Nor-
 man imports, while the Saxon people has, not without difficulty,
 preserved a few traces of their primitive freedoms" (p. 271). These
 forms of counter-history were powerful weapons that could be
 allied to Utopian ideas and revolutionary struggles.

 Historico-political discourse was not, as Foucault understands
 it, simply an argument over the facts of what happened, but a prac-
 tice of valorizing certain interpretations of historical events or even
 myths to great political or indeed tactical effect. To this end, the
 discourse was eminently transposable and was not limited to popu-
 lar struggles or revolutions. Thus another figure of great interest to
 Foucault is Boullainvilliers, who was entrusted by Louis XIV with
 the task of interpreting and explaining a great report that had
 been compiled on the state of France by the king's stewards and
 administrators (p. 127). As Foucault recounts, Boullainvilliers, a
 reactionary noble, used the opportunity to reassert the political
 and material rights of which the nobility had been stripped in the
 preceding centuries (p. 128). More than this, however, he railed
 against the increasing bureaucratization and juridicization, not
 simply of government but of the state and the crown's historical
 knowledge of itself (p. 128). Boullainvilliers suspected that the
 clerks and administrators of the rising Third Estate, without his-
 torical claims of their own, were wresting away administrative
 power by writing the state's knowledge of itself in a juridical, eco-
 nomic, technical, legal, and thoroughly ahistorical language that
 excluded the historical rights and claims of the nobility.

 Thus in a far-reaching historico-political move, Boullainvilliers
 radically posited the idea of the "nation" as a subject of history in its
 own right, separate from both the line of kings and the institution
 of the state. Although the nobility posited by Boullainvilliers was
 only one of many "nations," "distinct from the many other nations
 that circulate within the State and come into conflict with one

 another" (p. 134), it was the idea of the nation itself that was novel.
 This is the nation before it was wedded to the state, "a society, but
 in the sense of an association, group, or body of individuals, and
 which has its own manners, customs, and even its own law" (p. 134).
 This was a great innovation in the history of power and sovereignty
 because it posited a new subject of history that bore its own laws of
 the kingdom; laws that were deeper and more basic than either
 those deriving from royal absolutism or from juridical law.

 A further development of Foucault's Boullainvilliers story is
 that the French crown subsequently made moves to colonize this
 new form of "national" history with the establishment of a new
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 ministry of history. But this attempt to colonize the claimed
 ground of the new historical subject of the nation was also recog-
 nition of its existence. Foucault explains that "[t]he creation of the
 ministry of history was, if you like, a concession, a first tacit accep-
 tance on the part of the king that there did indeed exist historical
 material that might, perhaps, reveal the basic laws of the kingdom"
 (p. 137). Thus we can see the seeds of the revolutionary nation-
 state already being planted. (Ironically, of course, it would not be
 Boullainvilliers's particular favored "nation" that would rise up and
 claim to be the embodiment of universal history. In fact, his fears
 about the ascendant Third Estate proved to be more accurate than
 he could have possibly imagined.)

 Let us recap on the ideas that Foucault has thus far put for-
 ward. Foucault has not even seen fit to spend any time on the
 crude idea that history is the story of "what really happened." First,
 rather, he has recalled history as it was when wedded to sovereign
 power, in tales of ancient rights and the glory of heroic kings. Sec-
 ond, Foucault has suggested a reversal of this model in the exam-
 ple of civil war England, where the rights of kings were reinter-
 preted as the Norman yoke and the historical subjugation of the
 Saxons. The English civil war revealed the revolutionary potential
 of historical discourse when used as a call to arms. More than this,
 though, historico-political discourse could be understood as the
 continuation of war by other, political, means, undermining the
 luster and legitimacy of sovereign power to advance the claims of
 particular, partisan groups. Third, Foucault takes this development
 much further in Boullainvilliers's historico-political intervention
 into the realms of sovereign absolutism and positive law, instanti-
 ating instead a new subject of history in the form of the "nation."

 It must be noted, however, that Foucault is very clear that the log-
 ical consequence of the alliance of history with warring "nations" -
 the historico-political continuation of war by other means - was that
 all historical claims became impositions of force. With reference to
 the proliferating strands of the English civil war discourse, "few of
 which were very sophisticated" (p. 109), Foucault writes:

 But weren't the Saxon laws themselves the outcome of a war, a
 form of pillage and exaction? . . . Shouldn't we therefore go fur-
 ther still . . . and say that any form of power leads to domination,
 or in other words, that there are no historical forms of power,
 whatever they may be, that cannot be analyzed in terms of the
 domination of some over others? (p. 109)

 The relevance of Boullainvilliers for Foucault is therefore not simply
 the continuation of a discourse in the vein of English revolutionary
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 claims. Rather, it is that the noble understood that "relations of
 force and the play of power are the very stuff of history" (p. 169).
 Not only, then, is the content of history a continual struggle
 between competing forces, but, adding a dose of reflexivity, the
 practice of history itself is a continuation of that struggle: "History
 becomes a knowledge of struggles that is deployed and functions
 within a field of struggles; there is now a link between the political
 fight and historical knowledge" (p. 171).

 Further, then, Foucault's understanding of historico-political
 discourse as the continuation of war by other means is not simply a
 way of laying claim to inflammatory analyses of force relations and
 historical injustices for instrumental or tactical reasons. Rather,
 capturing the position of being able to legitimately speak the
 "truth" of history enables one strategically to recount the "truth" of
 force relations themselves. As Foucault writes of Boullainvilliers:

 "The very fact of having control over, of the fact of being right in
 the order of historical knowledge, in short, of telling the truth
 about history, therefore enables him to occupy a decisive strategic
 position" (p. 171). This is why Boullainvilliers was not simply writ-
 ing revolutionary propaganda but fighting an institutional, discur-
 sive, political, and even linguistic battle against the rising bour-
 geoisie over the position of being able to communicate the "truth"
 of the state and power to sovereign power itself.

 Foucault then goes on to develop these political and historio-
 graphical innovations into the idea of the "epistemic web." Thus,
 from the play of competing political histories we move to a gener-
 alized methodological field, "a historical and political discourse
 whose domain of objects, pertinent elements, concepts, and meth-
 ods of analysis are all closely related" (p. 207). Eventually in Fou-
 cault's development of this schema it becomes clear that the actual
 content of discursive struggles is not important, because the epis-
 temic web of historico-political knowledge is transposable to infi-
 nite configurations of confrontation and tactical reversal (p. 208).
 This, then, is the full and final methodological development of
 what Foucault means by "politics as the continuation of war by
 other means." We have moved from the emergence in political dis-
 course of the revisionist or revolutionary claims of subjugated peo-
 ples to a fully theorized epistemic web through which the tactical
 deployment of these claims can be reflexively and strategically
 understood by those engaged in such a project.

 The limitations of this methodological path are now fully
 revealed. Foucault is entirely aware that although political histori-
 cism as the continuation of war by other means may constitute a
 powerful attack on the discourse and institution of state sovereignty,
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 it can by no means bring about a decisive victory and "cut off the
 King's head" for good. Foucault's development of war as an "epis-
 temic web" is powerful but politically fungible. It may be a potent
 form of political critique, but ultimately it cannot be used to
 escape the problem of sovereign power. It can be used only to
 attack or seize it.

 "Elimination of War's Function as

 Analyzer of Historico-political Processes":
 The Birth of the Nation-state

 This interpretation of the text must take a decisive turn here. So
 far I have explored Foucault's resurrection of historico-political
 discourse. This in itself is an important methodological and philo-
 sophical innovation. It is, however, limited, and although it may
 have had a hand in the decapitation of a monarch or two in its
 time, it does not fulfill Foucault's ambition to "cut off the King's
 head" in political philosophy.

 Crucially, however, the narrative of Society Must Be Defended
 takes a significant new direction toward the final lectures. In fact,
 this turn constitutes the critical fulcrum of the entire work. In his-

 torical terms, Foucault writes that the discourse of politics as war by
 other means came to a very decisive end. A recodification of the
 discourse was manifested in the political and philosophical devel-
 opments of the French Revolution. This central turning point of
 Society Must Be Defended is patent when Foucault writes that, "with
 analyses like this we obviously have . . . the elimination of war's
 function as an analyzer of historico-political processes, or at least
 its strict curtailment" (p. 236). Essentially, the war of "politics as
 the continuation of war by other means" was won. Foucault argues
 that the Third Estate emerged from this battle as the decisive victor.
 Their victory was not simply material but reached into the very
 structure of history and philosophy. As we have heard, the Third
 Estate did not have its own particularistic historico-political claims.
 Instead, it brought forth a hitherto alien universalistic juridico-
 philosophical language. From this, through the dialecticization of
 the multiple potentialities expressed in the tangled historical web of
 force relations that had existed previously, the Third Estate would
 stake its historical claim as the realization of universality itself. The
 war of warring nations was won; the war of historico-political dis-
 course as the continuation of war by other means was over.

 Thus, according to Foucault, there was a decisive shift in the
 form of the dominant problematization of the state. The innovation
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 of political historicism was to extract subjective particularity from
 the prior universality of sovereign power, by staking the particular
 claims of a nation against the universalistic schémas of either
 divine right or emerging forms of juridical and positive law. Politi-
 cal historicism was a counterdiscourse of war between substate group-
 ings and against the state. "But now," Foucault writes, "the essential
 element is no longer the relationship of domination that exists
 between one nation and another or one group and another; [in-
 stead] the fundamental relationship is the State" (p. 236).

 The implications of this are extensive and can be predomi-
 nantly directed against forms of antistate thought. Once nation,
 collective subjectivity, identity, and so on are understood as con-
 testible elements within an all-encompassing nation-state with uni-
 versal pretensions, political struggles would no longer be against
 the state, but for, and over the particular form of, the nation-state.

 Starting with, but moving definitively away from, the warring-
 nations thesis, the discourses of the French Revolution claimed

 that a particular subject of history, the Third Estate, could rise up
 to lay claim to the universality of history and the state (p. 232).
 This was both the birth of the nation-state and of modern dialecti-

 cal thought, and this is where Foucault now turns his attention, "to
 a philosophical discourse of a dialectical type" (p. 236). It is this
 that is expressed in Clausewitz: the mastery of a dialectic of poli-
 tics/war by the nation-state. We might understand the Clausewitz-
 ian historical identification of nation with state as expressing a
 double normativity; it both quelled the civil strife manifested in
 competing expressions of the particular (Boullainvilliers's warring
 nations) and tamed the expansionist tendencies of unchecked
 expressions of universality (the Napoleonic imperial terror). The
 state reemerges not simply as the juridico-philosophical center of
 power, but the site in which the historical, universalistic aspirations
 of a particular collective subject are both played out and, ideally,
 but not inevitably, contained.

 Implications

 Society Must Be Defended is not Foucault's attempt to "cut off the
 King's head" in order to construct a political philosophy that is not
 erected around the problem of sovereignty. It is an extremely
 sophisticated genealogical analysis of modern nation-state sover-
 eignty as a discourse and system of power. In keeping with Fou-
 cault's occasional and ambiguous dalliance with Hegel, the lectures
 in fact follow a classic dialectical structure. The Hobbesian modern
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 juridical state is the thesis, the king's head that needs to be sun-
 dered. The counterdiscourse of warring "nations" and "politics as
 the continuation of war by other means" is the antithesis. Finally,
 the union of nation and state to become the subject of universal
 history is the synthesis. And indeed, Foucault repeatedly employs
 the term dialectic and even autodialecticization to describe this his-

 torical transformation of political authority and authoritative polit-
 ical discourse.

 The conceptual challenge of sovereignty is not therefore to "cut
 off the King's head," for we have seen where that can only lead. It is
 also clear that Foucault buys into the dominant framing of modern
 state sovereignty in his obvious Eurocentricism and by choosing to
 begin his genealogical narrative with the standard canonical version
 of the beginnings of modernity. Tellingly, he begins his tale with the
 end of the European wars of religion, the emergence of a state
 monopoly on war, and, of course, with Hobbes.

 Pursuing a reading of Foucault according to his own provoca-
 tive "King's head" challenge is interesting up to a (mostly resistant
 and methodological) point, but it is ultimately a politico-theoretical
 dead end. As Foucault was aware, once history and political ideas
 are regarded as weapons of partisan politics, force relations, or
 even (intrasocietal) war, the only way forward is the historicization
 and thus delegitimization of all political discourses and structures
 as forms of domination or would-be domination. Rather, the real
 challenge is to force open the massive overdetermination of the
 problem of sovereignty. This is the achievement of Society Must Be
 Defended, and this is why the text is now so relevant. We need, more
 than ever, more sophisticated ways of thinking about the problem
 of sovereignty. The lectures go a long way toward opening up that
 field.

 So, indeed, the initial effect of Foucault's resurrection of his-

 torico-political discourse is as a critique - a critique that reveals the
 limitations of ahistorical juridico-philosophical political theory.
 Sodety Must Be Defended makes clear that there is much more to the
 problem of sovereignty than the logico-juridical quandaries that
 Agamben plays out. Foucault dispatches that model rather effec-
 tively. However, he then brings back the juridical state form in its
 alliance with the emergent and novel new "national" subject of his-
 tory. This leads to a far more sophisticated investigation into the
 problem of sovereignty, opening up all manner of analytical con-
 cerns that should be indispensable to us now. It is true that there
 already exist large bodies of literature on juridical state sovereignty,
 on the one hand, and the politics of subjectivity, especially identity
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 politics and the politics of collective subjectivities such as the nation,
 on the other. Neither is a satisfactory way to approach the problem
 of sovereignty and its contemporary manifestations. It is, rather,
 the union of these two sets of principles and practices in Foucault's
 sophisticated theorization of the nation-state - namely, state sover-
 eignty and collective subjectivity - that opens up a neglected and
 extremely productive analytical field.

 Accordingly, then, Foucault signals several productive direc-
 tions for analysis in the final lecture of the course. He points
 toward certain historical trajectories that share their roots in his
 genealogical analysis of nation-state sovereignty. One of these is the
 discourse of race struggle and war. This has a strong presence
 throughout the lectures, and I have touched on it in my discussion
 of Foucault's idea of warring "nations." Foucault goes on to discuss
 the origins of racism in these roots. Foucault's idea of "biopolitics"
 also makes its first appearance in the final lecture of Society Must Be
 Defended. Again, this is situated as a development from the themes
 already discussed; Foucault explores how the life and health of
 populations becomes a central concern of sovereign power. In the
 final pages, he also makes some brief comments about Nazism as a
 pathological form of these developments, and about the forms of
 evolutionary or biological racism and degeneracy present in forms
 of (particularly Soviet) socialism.

 These divergent avenues present tantalizing and potentially
 provocative areas for further research, much of which is no doubt
 already under way elsewhere. I want to stress, however, that the
 central innovation of Society Must Be Defended is not race war and
 racism, class war, or biopolitics. Rather, the origins of all these his-
 torical trajectories reside in Foucault's recovery of the union
 between modern sovereignty and collective subjectivity in the
 nation-state. This is the fundamental politico-philosophical inno-
 vation that makes possible these subsequent struggles in which
 power and identity are entwined. I would also argue that the struc-
 ture of the lectures - consisting of some initial hypotheses, a swath
 of historical material making up the bulk of the lectures, and finally
 a collection of very provocative suggestions for further research
 (few of which Foucault pursued himself) - suggests that we might
 consider Society Must Be Defended as a preface to twentieth-century
 politics, particularly the tumultuous first half of the century. The
 imaginative reader might detect glimpses of many theorists from this
 period, such as Weber, Schmitt, Benjamin, Lukacs, Sorel, and Lenin.

 From here I would also make the link and argue the relevance
 of Society Must Be Defended for contemporary world politics and
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 the contemporary critical-theoretical debate on sovereignty and the
 exception, a debate that has already resurrected Schmitt and
 Benjamin and could certainly be extended much further in this
 direction.

 Following the innovations of Society Must Be Defended, today we
 should consider that we are faced with a politics not simply of
 rational-actor-led sovereign-state war and oppression, but with a
 politics of collective subjective enmity wedded to a terrifying state
 machine. The question is not simply one of who is or is being con-
 structed either as "the enemy of the state" or "the enemy of the
 nation/society/people," but a frightening union of the two. The
 challenge we face is that the potentially bellicose and oppressive
 state seeks to claim legitimacy not simply by acting according to
 security imperatives or on behalf of a people, but in the name of a
 national ideal. As Foucault makes clear, the nation becomes the

 aspiring bearer of the universal. Thus President Bush and Prime
 Minister Blair seek to draw upon, promote, and propagate (per-
 haps differing) national images of universal "freedom," "democ-
 racy," and "civilization." Neoconservatism in particular expresses
 this national-universal ideology.23

 This also means that political counterstruggles - antiwar and
 civil-liberties campaigns, for example - are merely struggles over
 the meaning of, and right to speak for, the national ideal, or at
 least a part of it. These struggles may be struggles against a partic-
 ular form of the nation-state, but they are not struggles against the
 state form. This opening leads into a more established area of Fou-
 cault's work - that of the power, resistance, governmentality, and
 even freedom that permeates the coproduction of subjects by soci-
 ety and of society by subjects.

 We could anticipate that a typical critical response to the argu-
 ment that Foucault does not "cut off the King's head" is that his
 theory of governmentality is in fact his alternative to sovereignty.
 However, I would, in agreement with Hardt and Negri, interpret
 governmentality not as an alternative to the concept of sover-
 eignty, but rather as a more sophisticated development of sover-
 eignty.24 As my analysis of Society Must Be Defended shows, sover-
 eignty should not simply be understood as an outmoded, centered
 institution of power but as a political concept that holds a rich his-
 tory of contestation, colonization, innovation, and radical trans-
 formation. Once sovereignty has been transformed from modern
 state sovereignty to modern nation-state sovereignty, many contem-
 porary political and theoretical lines of flight have already been
 recaptured.
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 * * *

 Society Must Be Defended can for the most part be understood as a
 genealogy of how modern political discourse moved from Hobbes
 to Clausewitz. Beginning with the single normativity of the Hobbe-
 sian juridical sovereign state,25 Foucault charts the emergence of a
 counterdiscourse, a line of flight if you will, of warring, resistant,
 collective subjectivities bearing claims on power and history. This is
 then either recaptured by the state, or, rather, a dominant "nation"
 emerges to shake off its parochial shackles, claim the state as its
 own, and declare itself the subject of universal history. The imme-
 diate result of this national-universalism was Napoleonic imperial-
 ism (which Foucault disappointingly skips over) .

 The emergence of the discursive and political ideal of the
 Clausewitzian nation-state must therefore be understood as a

 response to both the warring-nations thesis at the substate level
 and the problem of imperialism at the extrastate level. The union
 of the nation and state in Clausewitz expresses a double normativ-
 ity. On the one hand, a normativity of what we would recognize as
 the modern nation marks the suppression of Foucault's multiple,
 warring, substate "nations," by expanding to fill, exclusively, the
 spatial and historical container that is the state. On the other
 hand, the normativity of the state form, or more properly the nor-
 mativity of the state system, serves to check imperial expansion and
 ensure that every particular, national expression of the universal
 remains particular and does not become truly universal.

 I have already begun to suggest that the problem of sovereignty
 is far more complex than the juridico-philosophical logics and
 necessities captured by Agamben. Contemporary manifestations of
 sovereignty have certainly reexposed the paradoxes of legal and
 constitutional thought, revealing the excess of sovereign power
 over positivistic schémas. But sovereignty is far more than a legal
 puzzle. In Society Must Be Defended, Foucault has exposed the dis-
 cursive and historical dimensions of modern nation-state sover-

 eignty, charting a genealogy of how political authority became
 entwined with powerful ideas of collective identity and how the
 nation-state thus went on to become the dominant subject of uni-
 versal history itself.26

 The idealized universality of the nation-state sets up powerful
 spatiotemporal forms of exclusion and judgment that are missed by
 the sterile, juridical model of sovereignty. Foucault himself becomes
 an example by falling prey to the determination of these logics
 when he is branded as dangerous. Another more pressing form is
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 the way in which dangerous others are constructed as being differ-
 ent to us in both spatial terms, as being foreign, but also in tem-
 poral terms, as being backwards, barbarous, and premodern. We
 must also consider the political distinction between legitimate, peace-
 ful protest and opposition, and the illegitimate (or illegitimized) ,
 violent, murderous "terrorist." If forms of political resistance and
 opposition are not committed to the peaceful change of the ideas
 and institutions that constitute the nation-state and the nation-state

 system, then they are deemed illegitimate, dangerous, and, today,
 "terrorist." Juridical logic does not do justice to these subtleties.
 "Enemies" do not simply fall foul of raison d'etat, but offend and
 challenge hegemonic notions of identity.

 These notions of identity are not simply nationalistic, although
 often they are. We must not lose sight of the curious alliance of the
 particular and the universal in the nation-state. The national is in
 many ways an expression of the particular, but it is also a particular
 expression of the universal. The "enemy" does not simply pose a
 threat to "our way of life" but frequently comes to offend the liberal
 universalistic ideas that come to be expressed within national cul-
 tural and political space. Perhaps the "enemy" does not engage in
 legitimate forms of protest, resistance, and opposition nor respect
 our democratic ideals or human rights nor respect tolerance,
 peaceful coexistence, the rights of women, and the right to be dif-
 ferent. Forms of liberal cosmopolitanism are no way out of the
 problem of sovereignty; even tolerant liberals have enemies.

 Society Must Be Defended does not "cut off the King's head."
 Rather, it reveals the complexity of the problem of sovereignty. Sov-
 ereignty is a great deal more complicated than much of the con-
 temporary debate on sovereignty and the exception seems to sug-
 gest. It is not so much that the problem is logically more difficult,
 but that it is deeper and wider than many of the prevailing assump-
 tions in political thought seem to admit, spanning into identity,
 culture, and history. Many of the lines of flight suggested by radical
 critical thinkers, such as resistant subjectivity, "agonism," or open-
 ness to difference, are already contained within the vast field of
 nation-state sovereignty. The particularity of the nation-state is
 already an expression of universality and already offers itself to cri-
 tique and contestation. The tendrils of modern nation-state sover-
 eignty reach well into our present predicament, as the pertinence
 of many of the historical themes Foucault raises shows.

 Society Must Be Defended is an indispensable text for our times.
 Not only does it offer new and divergent ways of thinking about old
 Foucauldian questions of power and politics, recovering the often-
 neglected discursive and "national" dimensions of sovereignty, but
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 it also offers a sophisticated way of thinking about the challenges
 and dangers of the present. Society Must Be Defended constitutes an
 original and extremely productive response to contemporary criti-
 cal theorizations of the problem of sovereignty.

 Notes

 Research for this article was conducted for the European Union Research
 Project on "European Liberty and Security - ELISE."

 I would like to express my gratitude to Didier Bigo, Philippe Bonditti,
 Stuart Eiden, Colin Gordon, Jef Huysmans, Vivienne Jabri, Julian Reid,
 Graham Smith, and Rob Walker for their insightful comments and encour-
 agement in the development of this article. I would also like to thank the
 organizers and participants of the following conferences for supporting
 and commenting on presentations of earlier drafts: "War, Sovereignty and
 Security Today," an ISA workshop at the Université du Québec B Montréal,
 2004; "Critical Theory in Dark Times" at the University of Minnesota,
 2004; the Contemporary Research in International Political Theory
 (CRIPT) 10th anniversary workshop at the London School of Economics,
 2004; and "Security Bytes" at the University of Lancaster, 2004.

 The epigraph for this article can be found in Foucault, Power/Knowl-
 edge, ed. Colin Gordon (New York: Pantheon, 1980), p. 121.

 1. Reported in the Guardian, November 6, 2002: "The US was
 accused last night of summarily executing the six alleged al-Qaida mem-
 bers killed in Yemen on Sunday by the first act of what experts say could
 be a new age of 'robotic warfare.'" Robotic warfare refers to the firing of a
 Hellfire missile from an unmanned Predator drone.

 2. "Torture Testimony 'Acceptable': Expert Tells Terror Appeal Hear-
 ing that MI5 Would Use Information Obtained under Duress in Court":
 Audrey Gillan, Guardian, July 22, 2003. See also subsequent controversies
 about the treatment of prisoners in Abu Ghraib prison and elsewhere.

 3. See Elspeth Guild, EU Citizenship and Migration Law, esp. chapter
 9 (Nijmegen: Kluwer Law International, 2004).

 4. Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life (Stan-
 ford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1998).

 5. Carl Schmitt, Political Theology (1922) (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT
 Press, 1985), p. 5.

 6. I refer to the Schmitt of Political Theology and The Concept of the
 Political (1932) (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996), works often
 read so as to present Schmitt as a very clear expression of the authoritar-
 ian tension that resides in modern, statist political thought.

 7. Benjamin's "permanent state of exception" is not genealogically
 unrelated to Mao's permanent revolution and the Marxist "dictatorship of
 the proletariat." See "Theses on the Philosophy of History," in Walter Ben-
 jamin, Illuminations (New York: Shocken, 1968), pp. 253-264.

 8. In fact, Agamben 's logic is rather thoroughly refuted by Andrew
 Norris, who points out that if, as Agamben argues, the "example" and
 "exception" must exist as truly apart from the norm, then the claim that
 the (exceptional) concentration camp is the paradigm of the modern
 (norm) cannot be sustained. "Since the example precedes and defines the
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 rule, Agamben cannot appeal to an independent rule or standard to jus-
 tify his claim that the camps are exemplary of anything." See Andrew Nor-
 ris, "The Exemplary Exception," Radical Philosophy 119 (May/June 2003):
 6-16.

 9. Michel Foucault, "Soáety Must Be Defended": Lectures at the College de
 France, 1975-1976 (New York: Picador, 2003), p. 34.

 10. For the Veyne reference, see Beatrice Hanssen, Critique of Violence:
 Between Poststructuralism and Critical Theory (New York: Routledge, 2000) , p.
 157; for Deleuze, see Julian Reid, "Deleuze's War Machine: Nomadism
 against the State," Millennium 32, no. 1 (Feb. 2003): 57-86.

 11. Jürgen Habermas, cited in Hanssen, note 10, p. 97.
 12. This is a very crude reading of Schmitt. Habermas seems unaware

 of the Hobbesian roots of his own democratic form of legitimate power
 and that Schmitt plays out the authoritarian tensions present in Hobbes
 and the liberal canon. Habermas's vitriolic rejection of Schmitt amounts
 to a refusal to engage seriously with sovereignty as either a limit problem
 or as a problem of founding. See Jürgen Habermas, "The Horrors of
 Autonomy: Carl Schmitt in English," in Habermas, The New Conservatism
 (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1989).

 13. Hanssen, note 10, p. 147.
 14. Ibid., p. 157.
 15. These chapters are the course synopsis, also entitled "Society Must

 Be Defended," available in English since 1997 in Michel Foucault, Ethics:
 Subjectivity and Truth: Essential Works of Foucault, 1954-1984, vol. 1, edited
 by Paul Rabinow (New York: New Press, 1997), pp. 59-66, and an abridged
 translation of the first two lectures available under the simple title "Two
 Lectures," available since 1980 in Foucault, Power/ Knowledge, ed. Colin
 Gordon (New York: Pantheon, 1980), pp. 78-108.

 16. Foucault, note 9, pp. 265-267 (course synopsis).
 17. For a detailed analysis of Foucault's writings on war, see Julian Reid,

 "Life Struggles: War, Disciplinary Power, and Biopoli tics," forthcoming.
 18. Alessandro Fontana and Mauro Bertani, "Situating the Lectures,"

 in Foucault, note 9, d. 273.
 19. Ibid.. d. 288.

 20. From the first development of this idea at the end of Foucault's
 Disáôline and Punish (London: Penguin, 1991).

 21. Colin Gordon, introduction to Michel Foucault, Power: Essential
 Works of Foucault, 1954-1984, vol. 3, ed. James D. Faubion (London: Pen-
 guin, 2002), p. xx.

 22. Foucault, note 9, pp. 16-17. Hereafter, page numbers of refer-
 ences to Sodetv Must Be Defended are given in the text.

 23. See Michael C. Williams, "The Neoconservative Challenge in IR
 Theory," forthcoming.

 24. Hardt and Negri, Empire (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
 2000) , p. 88. I should add the qualification that I am agreeing with them
 here only on this specific point.

 25. Of course, this is far from an exhaustive description of Hobbes's
 ideas and principles.

 26. But Foucault does not delve very far into how the nation-state
 came to be universalized - that is, became the universal, that is, global,
 political form. Foucault is not an international relations or postcolonial
 thinker.
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